Patient Care

Increase efficiency, access to information
PowerWorks EMR

At Cerner, we believe technology should make your
life easier—not more complicated. That’s why we
created a simple, affordable and proven solution
called PowerWorks™ EMR.
With our intuitive electronic medical record, you
won’t need to make a large up-front investment or
steep maintenance payments. You won’t have to
buy a lot of expensive hardware to get started. All
you need is a personal computer and a high-speed
Internet connection—Cerner will do the rest.

Solution at a Glance
Cerner offers our
PowerWorks EMR solution
for an affordable monthly
fee. We guarantee your
system will be up 99
percent of the time.
Physicians who use
Cerner’s remote-hosted
EMR have seen the time
they spend on paper work
drop by as much as two
hours each day.

With PowerWorks, we host your data at our stateof-the art data facility. The Cerner Technology
Center offers 24 x 7 x 365 data support and
uses the latest techniques to protect patient
information.
We know what we’re doing. Cerner, one of the
world’s largest healthcare information technology
(HIT) companies, guarantees that your records will
be available 99 percent of the time.

We work like you work
In creating PowerWorks EMR, Cerner studied
how clinicians like you work and structured the
solution to help you practice more efficiently. With
our solution, you can access complete clinical and
administrative information with a minimal number
of clicks. In fact, physicians who use our solution
have seen the time they spend on paperwork drop
by as much as two hours per day.
Our solution will help you gain a more complete
picture of a patient’s needs, information that
helps ensure the best clinical outcome. We’ve
designed the following features to help you work
more efficiently:
Since Last Time offers a concise picture of 		
what’s new with a patient since their last visit.
< This Visit gives a quick summary of why the
patient is in your office.
< Sticky Notes incorporates personal patient 		
information in the chart.
< Key Notifications triages results and orders by
what is critical, abnormal and due.
<
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Key Benefits
<

<
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Increased efficiency and access to
information
Minimized up-front and maintenance
costs
Easy installation, implementation
and use

A consistent look and feel
In your practice, you’ll find PowerWorks EMR
intuitive and easy to use. If you use Cerner
solutions in the hospital, you won’t need to learn
a whole new system. Our solutions have similar
approaches to common tasks, a consistent look
and feel that makes your life easier as you move
from home, to office, to hospital.

Data when and where you need it
We’ve built PowerWorks EMR on our unified
Cerner Millennium® 2007 architecture. Our
industry leading computing platform aggregates
clinical and financial information from a variety of
sources, including the hospital, lab and pharmacy.
With Cerner Millennium, you organize the data
around the patient, not the encounter. Using this
unique approach, clinicians access the most up-
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to-date information when and where they need
it—information they can use to make the most
informed decisions possible.

“I have on average an extra
hour every day, which is an
extra hour every day I have
to spend with my family. You
cannot put a dollar value 		
on this time.”		
Dr. George Saleh
Creekwood Women’s Care
Kansas City, Mo.

Our architecture benefits from a cumulative
research and development investment exceeding
$1.3 billion, and Cerner plans an additional $1
billion over the next several years.

A solid investment
An independent, nonprofit organization, the
Certification Commission for Healthcare
Information Technology (CCHIT), has certified
PowerChart®, the foundation for PowerWorks
EMR. Cerner’s EMR was among the first in the
industry to pass CCHIT’s comprehensive tests of
functionality,
interoperability
and security.
By looking to
CCHIT-certified products, you can be sure you’re
making a solid investment.

Innovation and leadership
Cerner, the nation’s leading supplier of HIT
solutions, is the power behind PowerWorks.
Around the world, health organizations ranging
from single-doctor practices to entire countries
turn to Cerner for our powerful, intuitive solutions
that optimize clinical and financial outcomes. We
offer clients a dedicated focus on healthcare, an
end-to-end solution and service portfolio, and
proven market leadership.
Through the consistent leadership of our three
founders, Cerner has focused exclusively on
healthcare for more than a quarter century.
We meet today’s healthcare complexity and
challenges through innovation and leadership for
more than 3,300 clients and 30,000 physicians
every day.
Let us help you manage your practice efficiently
and profitably. Call us for a personal consultation
at 800.927.1024, or visit us at
www.cerner.com/powerworks.

This Visit gives a quick summary of why the patient is in the office.
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